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Abstract
Violence against civilians in civil war is widely thought of as a strategic choice by combatant
groups. We argue that a common strategic logic of competition underlies diverse theories of
civilian victimization. We develop a theory of strategic complements in victimization, hypothesizing that an armed group’s propensity to victimize civilians will increase with its expectation
that its competitors will act likewise. We test this argument by structurally estimating a formal
model of strategic interdependence between armed groups using data from the Colombian civil
war. Our findings indicate that strategic expectations are responsible for a substantial amount
of violence against civilians: the two major combatant groups would have systematically victimized civilians in 12–15% fewer municipalities if they had expected no violence by their
rival. Examining causal mechanisms, we also find that victimization in the Colombian case
was more likely aimed at controlling civilians than at influencing peace negotiations.
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Why do rebel groups and organizations commit violence against civilians during civil wars? To
understand these atrocities, conflict scholars have found evidence that they result from a process
of competition among civil war actors. Violence against civilians, according to these theories, is
a strategic choice in a contest for valuable information (Kalyvas 2006), for positioning in postwar
bargaining (Wood and Kathman 2014), or for material resources held by civilians (Bagozzi, Koren
and Mukherjee 2017).
Although these theories advance distinct explanations about the benefits that armed groups
expect to yield from violence against civilians, they conceptualize victimization as a strategic tool
of competition among armed groups. In this article, we study previously unexplored implications
of the logic underlying these diverse theories. If civilian victimization advantages the perpetrator
when its own violence surpasses that of its rival, then an armed group’s incentive to engage in
violence should be greater if it expects its competitors to employ similar tactics. Specifically, we
theorize that civil war actors’ decisions to victimize civilians exhibit strategic complements.1 In
other words, the expectation of violence by one group may cause violence by other groups. We
provide a theoretical foundation for this strategic process as a cause of civilian victimization and
present evidence that it was a substantial factor in the Colombian civil war.
Our theory of strategic complements in civilian victimization is built on two premises. First,
violence against civilians is costly, not valued in itself by the armed groups. Second, the benefits that groups gain from violence against civilians are primarily relative—what matters is to get
more than one’s competitors. For example, in competition over information, having better information than one’s competitors is more important than the raw quantity of information one has.
With absolute costs and relative benefits, each group’s expectation of violence by others will be
mutually reinforcing: the more one group expects its competitors to victimize civilians, the greater
its incentive to do the same, so as not to fall behind in the competition among groups.
To evaluate this theory, we quantify the extent of civilian victimization due to strategic incentives in the Colombian conflict between 1998 and 2005 using a structural model of strategic in1

More generally, strategic complements describe settings in which one player taking an action increases the propensity of others to do the same. Its converse is strategic substitutes.
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terdependence between armed combatant groups. We analyze municipality-level data on violence
against civilians by the left-wing guerrilla group Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia
(FARC) and the right-wing paramilitary group Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia (AUC) during
this period.
Colombia is a particularly good case for studying competitive victimization. During our period
of analysis, multiple armed actors fought for territorial control and held peace or disarmament talks
with the government. Relative benefits, such as contention for territorial control or leverage during
negotiations, are important scope conditions for our theory. Moreover, research design and data
quality considerations also make the Colombian case appealing. Strategic incentives to victimize
civilians vary at the local level, making a within-country design ideal for assessing our theory. Due
to recent efforts by the Colombian government and non-governmental organizations, there is high
quality sub-national data on the timing, location, nature, and perpetrator of victimization events.
Although we focus on the Colombian case, our methodology could be used to study strategic
interdependence and its underlying mechanisms in other civil wars with civilian victimization,
assuming appropriate data are available.
Our key contributions are as follows. First, we develop a unified theoretical and empirical
model of strategic competition in violence against civilians. The structural approach allows us to
pin down the parameters of this model—including, critically, the existence and strength of strategic
complements—that are most consistent with the data.2 Second, applying the model to the Colombian case, we find a statistically significant and substantively strong effect of strategic expectations.
We estimate that each group (FARC and AUC) would have committed systematic violence against
civilians in 12–15% fewer municipalities if it had expected the other group never to victimize civilians. Third, by extending our core model to incorporate different types of violence (selective versus
non-selective) or multiple strategic actors, we assess the relative explanatory power of competing
explanations for competition in civilian victimization.
As our argument draws from the common notion of victimization as a strategic choice in a
2
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competitive process, our findings buttresses the diverse set of theories premised on this idea. This
contrasts with accounts of civilian victimization as the result of within-group influences, such as
principal-agent problems or other internal control failures in armed groups (e.g., Abrahms and
Potter 2015). While these within-group factors may certainly drive violence to some degree, our
analysis shows that they provide at most a partial explanation in the Colombian case.
In extensions to our main analysis, we consider which specific mechanism best explains the
patterns in the Colombian case. We focus on the distinction between theories of victimization as
a tool to control the behavior of civilians themselves (e.g., Kalyvas 2006) and those that see it as
a way to signal strength to other actors involved in postwar bargaining (e.g., Wood and Kathman
2014). We draw distinct implications from each theory about variation in the nature and strength
of strategic complements across different types of violence and pairs of actors. We test these implications in auxiliary analyses, one distinguishing between choices of selective and non-selective
violence and the other introducing a third strategic actor (the left-wing Ejército de Liberación Nacional). Overall, we find more support for violence as a tool to control civilians rather than as a
signaling device for postwar bargaining.
An alternative explanation for the victimization patterns we observe is that they are driven by
revenge dynamics, where a group victimizes civilians as an emotional response to prior victimization by its rivals. At a broad level, both our theory and this alternative explanation would predict
relatively high FARC violence in areas where the AUC commits violence, and vice versa. We rule
out the possibility of revenge dynamics in two ways. First, in our model and empirical analysis, our
groups are forward looking: their victimization decisions in a locality are driven by their expectations about what their rival will do, not by the history of violence in the locality. Furthermore, in a
robustness check, we purge the influence of realized violence within a municipality from our measure of expected violence there and find even stronger support for strategic complements. Second,
we investigate an empirical implication specific to the revenge explanation. If revenge dynamics
were driving the interdependence we observe in victimization, we would expect this to show up
in our data as non-selective violence by one group causing non-selective violence by the other. In
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fact, we find no such effect.
This article builds on the literature studying how competition between civil war actors drives
civilian victimization decisions (Balcells 2010; Cunningham, Bakke and Seymour 2012; Metelits
2009; Wood and Kathman 2015). This line of research establishes that rivalries and competition between groups are important causes of civilian victimization. A key finding in this body of
work is that victimization increases with the presence and strength of competition, often proxied
empirically by the number (or changes in the number) of groups or factions involved in conflict.
We build on this research theoretically by drawing out the logic of strategic complements: even
holding fixed the severity of rivalry in terms of territorial presence, we predict that an increase in
expected violence by one group will increase actual violence by its competitors. In other words,
while existing work has established that competition alone may drive civilian victimization, we
demonstrate further how the strategic expectations among competitors may shape decisions to engage in violence. Empirically, we innovate on previous work by using a structural model that
allows us to directly estimate the strength of competitive incentives. Thus, we sidestep the need to
proxy for group competition, which is important because the number of groups can be confounded
by extraneous factors such as state strength or polarization in local preferences. Furthermore, we
can explain variation in victimization decisions within a particular conflict even when the set of
major competing actors remains constant, as in the time period we study in the Colombian case.
Our notion of strategic complements in civilian victimization during civil war is closely related
to the concept of outbidding in the terrorism literature (e.g., Bloom 2004; Conrad and Greene 2015;
Kydd and Walter 2006). Both theories draw from a similar logic, in which competition creates an
incentive to outdo one’s competitors. A key difference between these settings is that terrorist
outbidding usually takes place among groups with a common enemy (usually a state government),
whereas we predict strategic complements between groups on different sides of a civil conflict.

4

1

Theories of Competition and Victimization

In this section, we first identify a common component in theories of violence against civilians during civil wars—namely, the idea that armed groups victimize civilians for competitive advantage.
In these theories, violence against civilians is a strategic choice that carries an absolute cost and
a relative (or positional) benefit. We then develop a theory of strategic complements in civilian
victimization, drawing on the common strategic logic underlying existing theories. We argue that
the strategic logic of victimization ought to be similar to other political and economic processes
where participants take on absolute costs in order to receive relative benefits. This gives rise to
our prediction of a positive relationship between expected violence by one group and the choice of
violence by its competitors.
Throughout the paper, we use the term “strategic” in its game-theoretical sense. When we theorize that victimization is a strategic choice, we are saying that a civil war actor chooses whether to
use violence in anticipation of how other actors will act and react. In this sense, evidence that anticipated violence by one group increases the likelihood of violence by others is evidence of strategic
decision-making in the choice to victimize. Meanwhile, we do not claim that violence against
civilians is “strategic” in the sense of being the best choice for a group to advance its long-term
political goals. Many scholars posit that violence against civilians is politically counterproductive
(Abrahms 2006, 2012; Getmansky and Zeitzoff 2014; Stephan and Chenoweth 2008), including in
civil war contexts specifically (Fortna 2015). We do not model civilian responses to violence, and
thus our analysis cannot speak directly to whether other strategies would be more effective. Nevertheless, drawing on the large body of work arguing that violence against civilians helps groups
extract information from the population or signal resolve for postwar bargaining, we posit that civil
war actors perceive some benefit from victimizing civilians. Indeed, our empirical strategy allows
for a test of this proposition. If civilian victimization were not perceived as beneficial and were
only undertaken by mistake or at random, then we would expect no strategic interdependence—and
thus, contrary to our main hypothesis, no strategic complements—in victimization decisions.
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1.1

Victimization as Civilian Control

An influential body of work, originating with Kalyvas (2006), posits that armed groups undertake
violence to control civilian behavior, inducing civilians to behave in line with the group’s goals.
The goal of civilian victimization, according to the theory, is to keep control of the civilian population out of the hands of other actors vying for sovereignty in the same location. A considerable line
of research has expanded on this theory and examined empirical evidence for its major hypotheses
(Balcells 2010; Condra and Shapiro 2012; Lyall 2009; Rueda 2017; Wood 2010). A key precept
is that violence can coerce civilians into providing information to one’s own side while deterring
them from cooperating with the other side.
Importantly for our purposes, however, information has little intrinsic value to armed organizations in these theories. Civil war actors do not derive consumption value from the information
they extract from civilians nor can they sell it on global markets. Instead, information is valuable
insofar as it provides a military advantage over one’s armed competitors. Kalyvas (2006, 174)
describes information as “the link connecting one side’s strength with the other side’s weakeness.”
An armed group’s success depends not on the raw quantity of information it possesses, but rather
on having better information than the other side.
Another critical idea in this literature is that violence against civilians is costly to the groups
that employ it. In other words, victimization is valued primarily insofar as it achieves a political
purpose, not desirable in itself. Kalyvas (2006, 23–28) emphasizes the limitations of “expressive” motivations as an explanation for widespread violence against non-combatants. Moreover,
in formal theories of victimization as civilian control, there is always a cost to a group for committing violence against civilians (Berman, Shapiro and Felter 2011; Kalyvas 2006; Rueda 2017).
Victimization occurs when the indirect informational benefits outweigh these direct costs.
A closely related strand of research focuses on victimization as a tool to extract material
resources—particularly food but perhaps natural resources—from civilians rather than information (Bagozzi, Koren and Mukherjee 2017; Koren and Bagozzi 2017; Wood 2014). These theories
maintain the assumption that violence against civilians is costly and employed only instrumentally.
6

However, they differ slightly from informational theories because the benefits of food extraction are
not purely relative or positional. When armed groups distribute food to win the hearts and minds
among potential supporters, the strategic logic is broadly similar to the informational case. When
the food extracted is used for the group’s own subsistence, however, the incentive to extract food
should depend little on how much other groups possess. Consequently, violence to extract material
resources from civilians partially fits under the umbrella of our theory of strategic complements,
depending on how combatant groups use the resources.

1.2

Victimization as Signaling

A separate body of work emphasizes victimization’s effects on bargaining power among civil war
actors in eventual postwar negotiations. According to these theories, violence against civilians
is a costly exercise of the “power to hurt,” a coercive bargaining tactic to bring the other side to
the negotiating table (Chu and Braithwaite 2018; Hultman 2007, 2009, 2012; Thomas 2014; Wood
and Kathman 2014; Wood, Kathman and Gent 2012). Violence against civilians increases the costs
of continued fighting, incentiving the government to the negotiate and signaling the perpetrator’s
willingness to bear these costs.
Despite the differences between this theory and those seeing victimization as civilian control,
there are two important commonalities in the underlying logic. First, civilian victimization is
perceived as a strategic tool in competition between armed groups. Here the competition is not
over information held by civilians but rather over bargaining power in the eventual negotiations to
end the conflict. Bargaining power is relative—a group’s expected value of negotiations depends
not only on its own willingness to walk away from negotiations but also that of the other parties
involved.3 Therefore, as in competition over information held by civilians, what matters most in
competition for bargaining position is to come out on top.
The second key commonality in the strategic logic of coercive and signaling theories is the
3

Signaling theories posit an asymmetry between rebel and government incentives under the assumption that victimization is disproportionately costly for the government (Wood and Kathman 2014, 691). If so, then our theory would
apply best to those conflicts—like the Colombian case—featuring multiple non-state actors with distinct preferences.
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assumption that violence is costly to undertake. Victimization is employed instrumentally to gain
a competitive edge, not because armed organizations desire or value violence in itself. This is
inherent in the costly signaling logic expounded by Kydd and Walter (2006) and Wood and Kathman (2014). Simply put, civilian victimization cannot be a costly signal unless it is costly. The
argument that violence against civilians signals a group’s willingness to keep fighting relies on the
assumption that less-resolved groups would be unwilling to victimize civilians.

1.3

Our Theory: Strategic Complements

We build on the shared components across the two theories of civilian victimization. We argue
competition produces strategic complements in combatant groups’ choices to victimize civilians,
meaning victimization by one group increases the incentives for others to victimize.
The two main premises of our theory draw from the strategic logic described above. First,
whatever benefit a group derives from victimizing civilians is primarily relative or positional—i.e.,
the value of the resources gained depends on how much of that resource the group’s competitors
possess. Whether this benefit is tactical information, material resources, or positioning for postwar
bargaining, the important thing is that the benefits come primarily from possessing more of the
resource than one’s competitors do.4 Second, violence is a costly choice, not valued in itself. In
the absence of a competitive benefit, armed groups would prefer not to spend their manpower or
material to victimize non-combatants.
Under these two conditions of absolute cost and positional benefits, we expect there to be
strategic complements in armed actors’ choices to victimize civilians. Civil war actors face a
strategic tradeoff in the choice to commit violence against civilians. On one hand, because violence
carries direct costs, armed groups would ideally refrain from violence or at least minimize the
extent to which they partake in it. On the other hand, by refraining from violence, a group risks
falling behind in the competition for whatever resource or input is at stake. Facing this strategic
tradeoff, the optimal policy for an armed group is to commit enough violence to keep up with one’s
4
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competitors, without engaging in more than would be necessary for these competitive purposes.
How much is enough depends on the choices of one’s competitors, meaning there are strategic
complements in civilian victimization.
The strategic calculus we outline here is analogous to the economic logic of auctions, where the
ideal strategic choice is to bid just more than one’s competitor. Of course, the relationship between
victimization and strategic success in civil war is much more uncertain and probabilistic than that
between bids and victory in an auction, so we cannot make such a stark behavioral prediction in
this context. Nevertheless, we should observe an overall strategic complementarity between victimization choices as long as victimization represents costly competition over positional benefits.
Our theory captures the strategic logic that underlies both the civilian control and signaling
models of civilian victimization. While these theories comprise a substantial portion of the literature, there are important alternative theories disputing the idea of victimization as a strategic choice
to gain an advantage over other armed groups. This research portrays violence as the consequence
of principal-agent problems within armed organizations (Abrahms and Potter 2015; Humphreys
and Weinstein 2006) or between armed groups and outside funders (Hovil and Werker 2005; Salehyan, Siroky and Wood 2014). Our theory is not incompatible with the idea that some violence
occurs due to internal control failures or other principal-agent problems. But if civilian victimization is not perceived as carrying a competitive benefit or otherwise is not a strategic choice, then
we should expect to see close to zero (substantively if not statistically) strategic complements in
the choice to victimize. If each group would ideally prefer to refrain from violence but cannot stop
some members from freelancing, then there should be no systematic increase or decrease in one
group’s incentives to engage in violence as a result of other armed groups’ behavior.

2

Unified Formal and Statistical Model

Our theory leads us to expect an interdependence in civil war actors’ choices to victimize civilians,
where costly competition over positional benefits is the mechanism linking the decisions of distinct
combatants. In this section, we model the groups’ victimization choices, where the utility from
9

victimizing civilians in a particular locality depend on both local characteristics and other actors’
choices. Our central claim amounts to a parameter restriction on this model: violence by one actor
increases its competitors’ utility from violence (strategic complements). We test the claim via
structural estimation, which identifies the form of the model that best comports with the observed
data.
Two civil war actors or combatants, indexed i = 1, 2, compete in a given locality.5 Each actor
simultaneously chooses whether to victimize civilians, where vi = 1 indicates victimization and
vi = 0 indicates no victimization.6 After these choices, players receive their respective payoffs.
Actor i’s payoffs are functions of three components. The first is a set of fixed local-level characteristics, collected in the vector xi . These represent systematic, predictable influences on combatant
i’s incentive to commit violence against the civilian population, such as economic factors or local
political sympathies. The second is the competitor’s choice of whether to victimize, v−i . Whether
violence by one actor encourages or discourages violence by the other plays a key role in our
analysis. Finally, we allow for idiosyncratic private influences on the actor’s choice, modeled as a
stochastic shock i (vi ) to its utility from each possible action. This reflects the idea that civil war
combatants might not perfectly understand each other’s incentives and cannot perfectly predict
their competitors’ behavior.7
Formally combatant i’s utility function is
strategic interdependence

z }| {
ui (vi , v−i , i ) = vi [xi · βi + v−i · αi ] + i (vi ) .
|{z}
|{z}

(1)

local factors

stochastic shock

There are two parameters to be estimated in Equation 1. The most important for our substantive
purposes is αi , which characterizes how i’s net benefit of victimization depends on its rival’s choice
to victimize.8 If αi > 0, then i has stronger incentives to commit violence against civilians when
5

In the Colombian case, the two actors are the FARC and AUC. In the Appendix, we extend the model to incorporate additional actors and a finer distinction among levels of victimization. We estimate and report the results from
such extensions below. We also discuss the role of the government in Section 3.
6
We discuss the importance of simultaneous and discrete choices below.
7
In estimating the model, we assume these are type-one extreme value.
8
The ex ante expected utility (i.e., before the stochastic shock) for no victimization is normalized to zero, which is
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it expects its rival to do so; i.e., violence against civilians exhibits strategic complements, as our
theory lead us to expect. The model also allows for alternative hypotheses, however. If αi < 0,
then i has weaker incentives to engage in violence when its rival does so (strategic substitutes).
If αi = 0, then i’s decision is strategically independent from its rival, as we would expect if civil
war actors perceived no benefit from victimizing civilians. Meanwhile, βi captures the impact of
contextual variables—e.g., political, economic, and geographic characteristics—on i’s net payoff
from victimization.
Our assumption of simultaneous choice is, of course, a simplification. In reality, there may
be a dynamic interaction as groups observe and respond to each other’s choices. Nonetheless,
the simultaneous model is the best approach for the Colombian context. First, as in previous
analyses of violence in Colombia (e.g., Acemoglu, Robinson and Santos 2013), we aggregate
data over time in order to discern whether there is a systematic pattern of violence indicating a
strategic choice as opposed to idiosyncratic incidents. Given the amount of noise in the raw data,
we do not believe the temporal sequences could properly be interpreted as sequential responses.
Second, as a practical matter, in order to estimate a sequential model of victimization decisions,
we would need to specify a particular actor (e.g., the FARC or AUC) to act as the first mover
in each locality. We know of no principled way to do this nor any way to infer from observed
violence data which group had the first opportunity to commit violence (which may be different
than the first group that actually committed violence). In light of these considerations, we see the
simultaneous model as a reasonable approximation, particularly for uncovering the broad shape of
strategic interdependencies in the choice to victimize.
We have also modeled the groups’ decisions of whether or not to victimize civilians rather than
their decisions about the amount of victimization to use. This is helpful for theoretical and empirical reasons. Theoretically, by focusing on discrete actions we sidestep the need to characterize
and compute first-order conditions, and these discrete-choice models have well-understood equilibrium existence, identification conditions, and estimation procedures in the structural literature.9
a standard identification condition in discrete choice models.
9
For examples of the complications that can arise with continuous actions, see Acemoglu, Garcı́a-Jimeno and
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Empirically, the binary decision reduces the number of parameters to estimate, allowing for a more
powerful test of our central hypothesis.
We structure our empirical analysis around the game-theoretic model. Our goal is to identify
the parameters of the model, namely the strategic effects αi and the local influences βi , that best
correspond to observed interactions in a civil war context. Following from our theory of strategic
complements in victimization, we expect to find αi > 0, indicating that each group responds in
kind to expected victimization by its rival.
In the empirical estimation of the model, we assume a game of this form is played across a
set of localities. In each locality, we observe the groups’ victimization choices, as well as local
characteristics that might influence their baseline incentive for victimization.10 To estimate the
model, we follow a two-step procedure originally proposed by Hotz and Miller (1993). In the first
stage, we obtain an initial estimate of each group’s probability of victimization in each location.
These must be consistent estimates of the true probabilities, so we calculate them via a nonparametric regression of victimization choices on local characteristics.11 In the second stage, we plug
these estimated choice probabilities into each group’s expected utility and then find the αi and βi
that maximize the corresponding pseudo-likelihood, assuming the groups are playing a Bayesian
Nash equilibrium of the game.12 Notice that we do not presuppose αi > 0 while estimating the
model’s parameters. The goal is to find the version of the model that maximizes the likelihood of
the observed data to identify whether strategic complementarities exist.
Our estimation approach faces two identification challenges. The first is to disentangle the
effects of strategic expectations from those of municipality characteristics. This requires that each
player’s net payoff from victimization depend on a continuous variable that has no direct effect on
its rival’s payoff once other municipality characteristics are held fixed (Bajari et al. 2010). In our
application, we use the distance between the municipality and the group’s area of early influence,
Robinson (2015).
10
The covariates included for each group may overlap. As we discuss below, however, for identification we need
each of these to contain at least one covariate not included in the other.
11
We use the Nadaraya–Watson kernel estimator.
12
See Appendix C for details.
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which given the set of economic, political, and geographical characteristics that we include as
controls (listed below), plausibly satisfies the identification restriction. The second identification
challenge is the possibility of multiple equilibria. Our two-step estimates are consistent in the
presence of multiple equilibria as long as the following condition holds: in any pair of localities
with the same observable characteristics, the same equilibrium is played. This is likely the case if
the armed groups have interacted with each other over time.

3

The Colombian Case

The conflict we study began in the 1960s when the FARC formed as a reaction to anti-communist
repression by the Colombian government. While the FARC began as a small band of rebels, by
the 1980s it had grown into a powerful national organization financed by kidnapping and extortion. The 1980s also saw the emergence of self-defense groups opposed to the FARC and other
guerrillas. Although these groups did not have official ties to the government, national legislation
provided a legal basis for military training of private citizens as well as the creation of neighborhood watch groups.13
We study an important period of the conflict beginning with the expansion of paramilitary
groups in the late 1990s. In April 1997, representatives of major self-defense organizations meet
in Antióquia to form the AUC.14 The organization rapidly accelerated its territorial expansion by
sending groups of fighters from Antióquia and Córdoba across the country to join local private
forces in military campaigns against guerrillas and ostensible guerrilla sympathizers. The arrival
of the paramilitaries often came with massacres, forced displacement, and kidnappings—which
were, by their own accounts, part of their military strategy (Aranguren 2001).
While the paramilitary expansion occurred, the FARC entered into peace negotiations with the
government in a demilitarized zone. Although negotiations were ongoing, the military confrontation between guerrillas and the government continued, and the FARC used the demilitarized zone
13
14

Examples are Law 48 of 1965 and Law 356 of 1994.
“Paramilitares se habrı́an unido” (Paramilitaries have united), El Tiempo, 20 April 1997.
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to consolidate territorial control in the south and to expand operations to other regions. After multiple high-profile kidnappings and other violent actions by the FARC, the government cancelled
the negotiations in 2002. That year, Álvaro Uribe, whose father was murdered by the FARC, was
elected president on an anti-guerrilla platform. Uribe continued to strengthen the military, and
the government gained the upper hand in the conflict. At the same time, the Uribe administration
started negotiations with the AUC, which agreed to demobilize in 2005.
We analyze the strategic interaction between the FARC and the AUC from 1998 to 2005. In
these years both groups sustained simultaneous presence in multiple municipalities. This is necessary for the estimation of the model’s parameters as the two groups have to interact in each of
the municipalities of our sample. Before 1998, the groups that formed the AUC had a more limited geographic presence. After 2005, the demobilization of the AUC and the military decline of
the FARC reduce the number of municipalities where both groups operate. We divide these years
into two periods: 1998–2001 and 2002–2005. The first period is marked by the consolidation
of the AUC as a national force and the failed peace negotiations with the FARC. In this period,
both groups were expanding their operations throughout the country. The second period is one of
military retreat for the FARC and the transition to demobilization for the AUC.
In contrast with internal conflicts involving state forces that directly victimize civilians, in
Colombia the presence of a powerful paramilitary organization allowed rogue members of the
military to delegate this task. The ties between the military and the paramilitary groups are extensively documented (e.g., Aranguren 2001; Gutiérrez-Sanin 2019; Human Rights Watch 1996,
2000). Recent evidence indicates that paramilitary and state forces shared logistical support, arms,
and ammunition (Dube and Naidu 2015). The true extent of this cooperation, however, has been
difficult to establish given the strong incentives for actors to hide such links. Because the government acted through the paramilitaries in many regions and time periods (some of which remain
unknown), state forces themselves victimized civilians far less often than non-state groups in our
data.15 As such, we do not treat the military as a separate strategic actor. This avoids estimation
15
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challenges that arise from not knowing the specific years and municipalities where the government
was acting as ally or enemy of the AUC. Importantly, we do account for government influence in
our analysis by including proximity to army bases as a contextual variable, as discussed below.
The Colombian case is particularly well suited for our analysis. There are multiple armed
actors contending for territorial control while at the same time pursuing peace negotiations or
disarmament talks with the government. Contention for territorial control is an scope condition
for theories of victimization as a tool of civilian control (e.g., Kalyvas 2006) while the pursuit of
negotiations is an assumption of theories of victimization as a costly signal in bargaining (e.g.,
Wood and Kathman 2014). Therefore, our story of strategic complements, which draws on the
logic of these theories, ought to apply in the Colombian case. Moreover, because the FARC and
AUC have a simultaneous presence for many years and in multiple regions, the assumption that
in similar municipalities where there are multiple equilibria in our model the same one would be
played plausibly holds, which is required for estimation.
We do not claim that civilian victimization in the Colombian case was driven exclusively by
strategic interdependence. Others have documented how the FARC and the paramilitaries have
employed violence against civilians to achieve objectives for which the level of violence against
civilians carried out by the enemy group was either not relevant or could imply strategic substitution of violence. For example, it is known that the paramilitaries in some areas victimized civilians
to steal their land or to force the sale of it at below-market prices (Ibáñez 2009). Both the FARC
and the paramilitaries were also heavily involved in illegal drug trafficking (e.g, Contreras 2018;
Gutiérrez-Sanin 2019). It is possible that the group that controls an area where drugs are produced
would protect the civilians processing the drugs, while the rival group might target those civilians
to disrupt the supply lines of its competitor. If violence in the Colombian case is explained by these
other factors besides the competition we expect theoretically, then this should be reflected in our
estimates with a null or negative estimate of the strategic parameter, αi . Even if we find evidence
of strategic complements with a positive estimated αi , the variation in victimization not explained
by these strategic considerations could be associated with other idiosyncratic violence-generating
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factors of the Colombian case.

4

Data and Measurement

Our unit of observation is the municipality–period (1998–2001 or 2002–2005).16 Our information
on civilian victimization comes from a database of conflict-related events created by the Grupo
de Memória Histórica, which was established in 2011 to gather and disseminate accurate information about Colombia’s conflict. The database aggregates reports from 10 sources, including
the Interamerican Commission of Human Rights, official confessions from paramilitaries given to
prosecutors, the Permanent Committee for the Defense of Human Rights, and the periodical Noche
y Niebla published by the NGO Centro de Investigación y Educación Popular (CINEP). The information was compared and compiled across the sources to avoid duplication and misreporting.
Catholic church reports of violent incidents are an important source of information for the CINEP
data. They are particularly valuable given the church’s widespread presence across Colombia and
its neutral role in the conflict. Given these characteristics, the CINEP reports have been used as a
key input in other Colombian conflict datasets (e.g., Restrepo, Spagat and Vargas 2004).
For each incident with a civilian fatality, the dataset reports the geographic location, dates,
groups involved, and the number of victims. Incidents are classified into six categories: massacres,
selective killings, incursions into population centers, clashes between armed groups, attacks to
infrastructure, and terrorist attacks. Massacres are defined as the intentional killing of four or more
civilians under the same set of circumstances. Selective killings are those with three or fewer
civilian fatalities. Terrorist attacks involve explosives, excluding attacks targeting infrastructure or
military forces. Incursions denote incidents where a group’s forces enter a population center and
assault local businesses and non-military government buildings.
We use this classification scheme to construct the dependent variables in our analyses. We
16

By aggregating over time, we reduce measurement error in our key dependent variable following Acemoglu,
Robinson and Santos (2013) and Fergusson et al. (2016). In addition, such an approach minimizes time dependence
between periods. With municipality-year observations, we could control for time dependence with lagged actions or
time dummies. But in a one-shot model, actors would not anticipate these temporal dynamics, and their inclusion
would have little basis in theory.
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construct a binary indicator for whether a group systematically chose to attack civilians in each
municipality–period. In particular, we code victimization as occurring if the fraction of civilians
killed intentionally by the group (victims of massacres, selective killings, or terrorist attacks) out of
the total of the group’s victims is greater or equal than the sample median. We graph the variation
in the choice to victimization choices at the municipality level in Appendix B. In Section 5.1, we
discuss robustness checks showing that our results hold even when changing the threshold used to
code the dependent variable.
The Grupo de Memória Histórica data only include incidents where civilians were killed, but
we also need to identify municpalities where armed groups operated but did not victimize civilians. To do this, we follow a growing literature on Colombian conflict that uses cumulative general
violent incidents involving these groups to create indicators of presence (Acemoglu, Robinson and
Santos 2013; Ch et al. 2018; Fergusson et al. 2016). We use information from the Centro de Estudios sobre Desarrollo Económico (CEDE), which draws from the Observatory of Human Rights
of the Vice-Presidency and the National Department of Planning.17 The CEDE dataset reports the
timing and location of various violent events.18 We code an armed group as present in a municipality in the period of interest if (1) the average of the annual number of violent incidents involving
this group is above the median across municipalities or (2) the group engages in systematic civilian
victimization as defined above. In Section 5.1, we discuss robustness tests with alternative sample
selection criteria; our results are virtually unchanged.
As noted above, for each actor we need a variable that affects that actor’s payoffs from victimization but does not directly affect the payoffs of other groups. We use the distance to each
group’s respective area of early influence. Larger distances from where a group had an early influence could affect the perceived dominance of that group, its military capabilities, and its ability
to maintain discipline among the troops—all of which might determine victimization choices. For
example, the paramilitaries were known to send their most experienced fighters to different areas
17

The original sources of these data are newspaper and national police reports.
These include attacks with explosives, incendiary terrorist acts, assaults to private property, homicides, ambushes,
kidnappings, incursion to population centers, overland piracy, illegal checkpoints, attacks to politicians, clashes with
the state armed forces, and demobilization of its members.
18
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of the country to train new troops (Gutiérrez-Sanin 2019). It is more likely that those experienced
fighters are located in areas where the paramilitaries first appeared. Once we hold constant other
municipality–period characteristics (described below), it is plausible that the distance to the place
of origin of one group affects the payoffs of its rival only indirectly through the group’s victimization choices.
We identify the areas of early influence using sources on the historical development of each
group.We compute the distance by road connecting each municipality to the closest municipality
of early influence for a each group.19 The early areas of influence of the FARC include 25 municipalities where the FARC operated in the mid-1960s, most of them in the departments of Huila and
Tolima south of the capital, as well as municipalities where important bases operated in the 1970s
and 1980s, such as Casa Verde in the municipality of La Uribe, Meta. We also identify 12 municipalities with self-defense group influence during the early 1980s. Most of them are located in
the central area of the Magdalena river basin, the department of Meta, and the north of Antioquia.
Figure A2 in Appendix B shows there is variation across municipalities in the distances from the
areas of early influence of one group to the closest area of influence of the group’s rival. There
is close proximity in the central Magdalena river basin region and northwest (Uraba) and more
distance between the ones in the south (Meta and Huila).
We account for the influence of political, economic, and other contextual variables that affect
baseline variation in victimization across municipalities. Colombia’s democracy has been regularly affected by the influence of armed groups in elections, and voting patterns have been found
to drive violence (Acemoglu, Robinson and Santos 2013; Balcells and Steele 2016; Fergusson
et al. 2019; Steele 2011). Because of this, it is important to control for pre-determined proxies of
political preferences. As baseline controls we use data on the 1994 and 1998 national elections
from the Registradurı́a Nacional to build the share of votes for left parties in the Senate following
the classification of parties on the left used in Acemoglu, Robinson and Santos (2013).20 We also
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If no road connects the municipalities, we use the distance along the geodesic.
Using an alternative proxy for left wing support, the vote shares of Jaime Pardo Leal a Unión Patriótica (unofficial
political wing of the FARC) presidential candidate in 1986, gives substantively similar results.
20
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include the standard deviation of the liberal party’s election share in the 1974–1994 presidential
elections as a proxy for stability of political preferences. Other controls are the fraction of the
population with unsatisfied basic needs, the gini coefficient, the share of municipal revenue from
royalties associated with the exploitation of oil and other minerals, the area of the municipality
where coca is grown, and the distance to the Magdalena River.21 All these variables come from the
CEDE database.22 Summary statistics for these contextual variables are reported in Appendix A.
As mentioned earlier, we do not treat government forces as separate actors in the victimization
analysis given the extensive links between paramilitary groups and rogue elements in the military.
It is important, however, to account for the presence of government forces because they may alter
the relative benefits and costs of victimization for the non-state armed groups. To this end, we
identify the location of army bases using information published in the Colombian Army web portal.23 As a baseline control, we use the distance along the geodesic between the closest army base
and a given municipality augmented by the variability of altitude connecting these points.24 This
accounts for potential difficulties moving forces due to Colombia’s mountainous terrain.25
As a first look at the data, Table 1 reports the frequency of victimization by the FARC and the
AUC in municipality-periods in which both are present. The proportion of victimization by the
FARC is higher in those observations where the AUC victimizes (120/428, or 28%) than where the
AUC does not (28/184, or 15%). The pattern is similar for the AUC, which victimizes 81% of the
time where the FARC does so (120/148), compared to 66% where the FARC does not (308/464).
These patterns provide suggestive evidence of strategic complements.
21
We also examined specifications where the main measure of inequality was the time invariant land inequality
measured in 1985 finding similar substantive results.
22
We compute the gini coefficient and the unsatisfied basic needs index at the beginning of the period of analysis
using a cubic spline interpolation. The original census data is only available for 1993 and 2005.
23
Military bases that were built during the period of analysis or later are not included.
24
We use the the distance along the geodesic multiplied by one plus the variation of altitudes along the same path.
We take the variation of altitudes from Acemoglu, Garcı́a-Jimeno and Robinson (2015).
25
Appendix B contains a map with base locations. Our results are robust to using the distance without accounting
for elevation changes.
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AUC
No Victimization

Victimization

Total

No Victimization
Victimization

156 [25.49]
28 [4.58]

308 [50.33]
120 [19.61]

464 [75.82]
148 [24.18]

Total

184 [30.07]

428 [69.93]

612 [100]

FARC

Table 1. Frequency of victimization patterns across all municipality-periods where the FARC
and the AUC were both present. Percentages are in brackets.

5

Structural Estimation Results

We estimate the parameters of the utility functions (Equation 1) of the FARC and the AUC, assuming the data are generated by equilibrium play of the victimization game. Recall that our goal
is to characterize the effect on each group’s utility of its rival’s choice to victimize civilians, parameterized in our model by αi . We also estimate the influence of municipality–period covariates,
which are collected for each group in the parameter βi . Table 2 presents our parameter estimates.
A coefficient in the table can be interpreted as the change in log odds for choosing to victimize
civilians relative to not victimizing them when a given explanatory variable changes by one unit.
In line with our theory, we find strong support for strategic complements in victimization decisions between the FARC and the AUC. In Panel A, each group’s payoff from choosing victimization increases with the probability of its rival doing the same. For example, if the FARC expected
the AUC to increase its probability of victimization of civilians by 18 percentage points (a standard
deviation in the sample), this would increase the odds of the FARC choosing victimization by 1.18
(≈ e1.882 × 0.18). Thus, victimization is responsive not only to local conditions but also to the
expected decision of one’s rival.
Turning briefly to the local characteristics, we see a few notable patterns. The FARC is more
likely to victimize civilians in poorer regions and those who live closer to its early areas of influence. The AUC, on the other hand, is more likely to victimize those who live far from its areas
of early operations, in regions with a smaller fraction of citizens living in poverty, in places with
more stable political preferences, and in the period 1998–2001, when the group was expanding
20

Panel A. Strategic factors: αi
Rival’s victimization probability
Panel B. Controls: βi
Coca area
Distance to army base
Distance to group’s place of origin
Distance to Magdalena River
Gini
Period 2002–2005
ln(Population)
Poverty
Oil royalties
Liberal party vote share
Variation in liberal party vote share
Log-likelihood
Observations

FARC

AUC

1.882 (0.363)

2.306 (0.461)

-0.046 (0.179)
-0.002 (0.001)
-0.003 (0.001)
0.002 (0.002)
1.178 (1.761)
0.336 (0.229)
0.096 (0.139)
0.026 (0.007)
0.165 (1.111)
0.02 (0.017)
-1.018 (2.858)

0.127 (0.184)
0.001 (0.001)
0.002 (0.001)
-0.004 (0.002)
1.918 (1.269)
-0.48 (0.224)
0.382 (0.159)
-0.013 (0.006)
-1.192 (0.982)
0.015 (0.018)
7.13 (2.613)

-650.58
612

Table 2. Estimates of the payoff parameters in the victimization model. The model includes
region intercepts. Bootstrapped standard errors are in parentheses. Estimates in bold are statistically significant with p < 0.05.

throughout the country. It is noteworthy that the municipality-level influences tend to work differently for each group. With the exception of population, each covariate that has a statistically
significant impact on one group’s utility has the opposite sign in the other group’s utility function.
This further increases our confidence that correlation between the FARC and the AUC’s victimization decisions is due to strategic incentives arising from competition, not because certain types of
municipalities are generally more attractive targets for violence.
Table 3 shows the average (across municipality-periods) probability of victimization by the
two groups under different assumptions about how victimization by a rival affects the group’s own
choice. The estimates in the first row give the average probability of victimizing civilians according to our parameter estimates; notice that these are quite close to the raw proportions reported
in Table 1. The estimates in the second row represent the counterfactual average probability of
victimization if both groups chose violence independently from their rivals’ choices.26
Specifically, it is the average probability of violence if we were to fix αAUC = αFARC = 0; or, equivalently, if each
group expected zero violence by its rival.
26
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Average Pr(Victimization)

Baseline
Without strategic interdependence

FARC

AUC

0.23 [0.20, 0.27]
0.08 [0.02, 0.14]

0.70 [0.66, 0.73]
0.58 [0.53, 0.63]

Table 3. Counterfactual estimates of the average probability of victimization by each group.
95% confidence intervals in brackets.

The exercise demonstrates the strength of strategic complementarities as a driver of civilian
victimization: if each group no longer cared about its rival’s decision, then overall violence against
civilians would be much lower. In particular, the FARC victimizes civilians on average with a
probability of 23% in our baseline model. If the FARC were not accounting for the AUC’s decision
to use violence, its average probability of victimization would drop to 8%. In other words, about
two-thirds of the violence committed by the FARC can be traced to strategic complementaries. The
AUC would experience a similar 12 percentage point decrease in its probability of victimization
if its utility did not depend on the FARC’s decision, meaning about one-sixth of AUC violence is
driven by strategic complementaries.

5.1

Robustness

Several robustness checks ensure that the results are not an artifact of a particular specification or
coding choice. The robustness checks are reported in the Appendix; we summarize them briefly
here. Although our temporal aggregation should reduce the noise in the data, it is still possible
that we have excluded municipalities where groups operated undetected or included those where
groups tended not to operate but were detected in an one-off incident. This would be the case,
for example, if groups that are geographically dominant do not need to engage in violent actions
(Kalyvas 2006). To address this, we explore alternative sample inclusion criteria by expanding the
sample to include municipalities where only one group operated, as well as by varying our threshold on the number of incidents in the CEDE data to code a group as present in a municipality.
Similarly, we also demonstrate that our results are robust to the specific threshold we use to code
civilian victimization, our dependent variable. In addition, to ensure that the observed strategic
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complements are not driven by unobserved municipality characteristics, we alter our control specification by replacing region intercepts with state intercepts and by interacting all time-invariant
variables with a period dummy.27 Across all these robustness checks, we continue to find strong
statistical support for strategic complements between the FARC and the AUC in the choice to victimize civilians. Finally, we compare our model to a non-strategic variant via a non-nested model
test, finding that ours fits the data better.
Another concern is that the strategic complements we observe might be an artifact of revenge
dynamics. As the idea of a cycle of revenge implies that violence will take place sequentially, one
potential way to rule out revenge dynamics might be to examine the order in which violent events
take place. We do not see this as an appropriate step in the present context, however. First, as
discussed above, there is enough noise in the CEDE data that we are hesitant to rely on the exact
sequence of events reported. Second, even if we had reliable data on the sequencing of actions,
it is not clear that a pattern of violence following violence would mean that revenge, rather than
belief updating and strategic response, was the primary cause.
Given these considerations, we pursue two alternative strategies to rule out a revenge-dynamic
story. Here, we describe the first one while leaving a second one, which tests a key implication of this alternative explanation on the way different types of victimization (selective versus
non-selective) are employed, for the next section. Our first strategy consists on employing an
alternative model for our first-stage estimates of victimization probabilities where the predicted
probability for a given municipality is completely independent of observed violence there. Our
resulting estimate of strategic expectations of violence in a municipality is thus based only on the
observable characteristics of similar municipalities and cannot be affected by violence within the
municipality itself. We provide further details and report the results in Appendix D.3. Our results
are unchanged, and the estimated strategic complements may be even stronger.
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A drawback of the state-intercept specification is that by focusing on within-state comparisons, the explanatory
power of the distance to an armed group’s early place of influence is necessarily reduced. The inclusion of these
intercepts, however, do not alter significantly the strategic parameters of interest in terms of magnitude or estimation
precision.
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6

Mechanisms of Competition: Civilian Control or Signaling?

Our theory of strategic interdependence in civilian victimization draws from two broad bodies of
literature, one portraying victimization as a tool to control civilian behavior and the other viewing
it as a way to signal resolve in postwar bargaining. In this section, we draw out distinct auxiliary
implications from each of these theories. We then conduct additional analyses to identify which
competitive mechanism finds more support in the Colombian case. On the whole, we find more
support for the idea of victimization as a tool of civilian control.

6.1

Selective versus Non-Selective Violence

When violence is a tool for civilian control, Kalyvas (2006) argues that only selective violence is
effective at engendering civilian assistance. If civilians will be the target of violence regardless
of their choices to defect, then they have no reason not to. Consequently, we should see strategic
complements primarily in the choice of selective violence. Moreover, non-selective violence by
one group should lower the amount of selective violence by its opponents (Wood 2010). By making
civilians less sympathetic to a group’s cause, non-selective violence reduces the amount of selective
violence necessary to prevent defection.
In contrast, if violence is primarily a tool to signal resolve, then we expect a different pattern
of strategic spillovers. More frequent and less restrained attacks should convey the power to hurt
even more strongly than selected limited killings. By this logic, strategic complements should be
present in non-selective violence as well as in selective attacks. Relatedly, Fortna (2015) suggests
that non-selective violence can signal military weakness, which undermining the signal of a group’s
power. If the negative signal of military strength outweighs the positive signal of the power to hurt,
then we expect empirical patterns similar to those arising as if violence were aimed at controlling
civilian behavior.
To parse these competing explanations, we extend our model, allowing for three choices of
victimization: none, selective, or non-selective (see Appendix E). For the municipality–periods in
our sample, we code no victimization as above. For the cases coded as victimization in our baseline
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analysis, we identify victimization as selective if the ratio of civilians killed in selective attacks to
civilians killed in all intentional attacks (selective attacks plus massacres and terrorist attacks with
explosives) is above the sample median. All other cases are coded as non-selective victimization.
We then estimate an extended version of the model where each group’s net utility to each variety
of victimization depends on the type of victimization by its rival.28
Figure 1 summarizes the estimated strategic spillovers.29 Three observations are apparent.
First, both groups have a higher propensity for selective attacks when expecting selective attacks.
This is consistent with the logic of victimization as civilian control. Second, each group’s propensity for non-selective violence is invariant to its rival’s choices. This contradicts the logic of nonselective violence as a particularly effective mechanism to signal the power to hurt, indicating
either that it is aimed at controlling civilians or that the signal sent by non-selective violence is a
net negative. Third, both groups have a higher propensity for selective violence when expecting
their rivals to engage in non-selective violence, especially the FARC. This does not directly contradict the logic of violence as signaling, but it shows a preference for each group to exercise restraint
when its rival does not, which more closely matches the logic of violence as civilian control.
Notice that results of our extended model do not appear to be consistent with revenge dynamics,
where one group’s use of civilian violence triggers a non-strategic cycle of violence. If this were
the case, then one would expect such responses to be stronger when the attacks were less restrained.
This is not what we observe in Figure 1. Instead, non-selective victimization by the FARC barely
alters the AUC’s propensity for violence; non-selective violence by the AUC weakly increases the
likelihood of selective violence by the FARC, but does not affect non-selective violence by the
FARC.
28

Because each player has three actions, we adopt a semiparametric approach to first-stage estimation. We use a
multinomial model with cubic splines for continuous explanatory variables to initially estimate each group’s probability of choosing no violence, selective violence, or non-selective violence in each municipality–period.
29
Full results are reported in Table A2 in Appendix A.
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Figure 1. Strategic interdependence distinguishing selective and non-selective victimization.
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Theories of victimization as a signaling mechanism emphasize the importance of positioning in
postwar bargaining. We have argued that this produces strategic complements in victimization between groups with competing goals. Because violence against civilians is costly, then the signaling
model should predict free-riding dynamics between groups with similar goals. If one group commits violence against civilians, moving the expected postwar settlement toward its own ideological
goals, then other groups that share those goals have less incentive to incur the costs of violence
themselves. Under this class of explanation, we should observe strategic substitutes among ideological allies when victimizing civilians.
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To evaluate this prediction, we introduce a third actor to our model: the Ejército de Liberación
Nacional (ELN), the second-largest left-wing guerrilla group in Colombia. The ELN was organized during the 1960s by radical members of left-wing political organizations and Catholic priests
associated with the liberation theology movement. The goal of its founders was to replicate the
Cuban revolutionary experience in Colombia. The ELN is relatively small compared to the FARC
and the AUC. In 2002, it had 4,000 combatants while the FARC and the AUC had 19,000 and
12,000, respectively (Ugarriza and Ayala 2017). Although the FARC and ELN operated jointly
with other guerrilla groups during the 1987–1991 period, the groups sometimes clashed. The
disputes were most often caused by competition over resources like royalties from mineral exploitation and control over drug trafficking routes.30
If civilian victimization in Colombia was aimed to influence postwar bargaining, then we
should observe strategic substitution between victimization by the ELN and FARC, two ideological allies. On the other hand, if victimization was to control civilian behavior, then we should not
see strong spillovers. We therefore extend the model to include the ELN and allow each group to
have a separate strategic spillover parameter for each of the other two groups—see Appendix E.
The information structure, timing, and available actions remain the same.
Figure 2 illustrates the strategic spillovers in the three-player analysis. Contrary to what we
would expect under the signaling mechanism, we find no evidence of strategic substitution between
the FARC and the ELN. Indeed, the estimated strategic independence parameters are all positive
and significant at conventional levels.31 Note that during this period, the FARC sustained peace
negotiations with the government, a scope condition for these theories. Yet the ELN does not
free ride on the victimization by the FARC that would theoretically push the government to offer
policies favored by both left-wing guerrilla groups. If anything, the ELN responds with slightly
more victimization when it expects victimization by the FARC.
30

See, for example, “Enfrentamiento FARC y ELN” (Clashes between the FARC and ELN), El Tiempo 7 July
2000; “FARC contra ELN” (FARC against ELN), Semana, 3 February 2007; “Masacre in Cauca habrı́a sido por
enfrentamientos entre disidencia de las FARC y el ELN” (Massacre in Cauca linked to clashes between the FARC and
ELN), El Espectador, 30 October 2018.
31
See Table A3 in Appendix A.
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Figure 2. Strategic interdependence adding the ELN as a third group.
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A second observation is that the response of the paramilitaries to victimization by either guerrilla group is stronger than that of the guerrillas to each other’s victimization decisions. This
remains in line with our broader expectation of competitive incentives driving strategic complements between rivals. Moreover, given that the FARC and the ELN were not officially at war
but clashed in some regions, we would expect the responses to each other’s victimization to be
attenuated—precisely what we observe.

7

Conclusion

We develop a theory of strategic complements in civil war actors’ choice to harm civilians, hypothesizing that the expectation of victimization by a group’s rivals increases the group’s propensity to
itself victimize civilians. Using a structural model, we evaluate this hypothesis in the context of
the Colombian conflict and find strong support: violence would be about two-thirds lower for the
FARC and one-sixth lower for the AUC if not for these strategic spillovers. Strong strategic complimentarities in the Colombia case are consistent with several theories of strategic victimization
in a competitive environment. We dig further into auxiliary analyses and find more evidence that
victimization was intended to control civilians than that to signal strength for postwar bargaining.
While the Colombian case is ideal for our analysis, we expect our model and methods to apply
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in other contexts meeting our scope conditions—namely, that victimization has absolute costs
and positional benefits. An important task for future research is to investigate the strength of
strategic interdependence in other civil war settings, especially those where the government is an
independent strategic actor. Given appropriate data, it is straightforward to adapt the structural
approach we take here. In particular, in order to estimate strategic spillovers, we need to observe
multiple interactions between the same actors, meaning any reasonable application of our empirical
framework would require sub-national data.
Relatedly, our structural approach has applications outside of the civil war literature. Several
empirical analyses study how competition among terrorist groups leads to more frequent or more
destructive attacks (Bloom 2004; Conrad and Greene 2015; Findley and Young 2012). As in the
civilian victimization literature, these studies proxy for competition using the number of groups.
These proxies are problematic, however, because they may also be measuring factors that confound
the relationship between competition and violence, e.g., latent animosity toward the groups’ target.
Given that commonly used datasets in this field identify the timing of and the group responsible
for each attack over time (e.g., the Global Terrorism Database), our structural approach can be
used to directly estimate the competitive incentives among rival terrorist groups and to quantify
the proportion of attacks that stem from outbidding.
An important avenue for theoretical and empirical extension is to incorporate civilians’ strategic responses to the victimization decisions of armed groups. In order to study the strategic interactions between armed organizations, we have black-boxed the question of civilian behavior,
simply assuming the armed participants see some strategic benefit to be gained. One clear step for
future research would be to characterize the assumptions about civilian incentives that could give
rise to strategic interdependence between armed groups in victimization. For example, these dynamics might be reduced when civilians coordinate on non-cooperation, effectively tamping down
competition. A related exercise would be to examine how strategic spillovers in victimization vary
as a function of resistance by civilian populations in war-torn areas.
Our findings also have implications for policymakers. Insofar as violence against civilians
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results from group competition, a direct reduction in victimization by any single group will have
beneficial externalities. According to our theory and findings, as the chance of violence by one
group decreases, so too does the incentive for others to commit violence, as less is required to
keep up in the competitive process. If a third party with leverage over a civil war actor—e.g., a
geopolitical ally of a government or an external funder of an insurgency—can persuade its protege
to refrain from victimizing civilians, then violence against civilians by the other side would be
reduced indirectly. If the effects of strategic interdependence are similar in other civil wars to the
Colombian case, then these indirect effects could substantially increase human welfare.
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Other Tables
Table A1. Summary Statistics
Variable
Coca area
Distance army base
Distance to FARC’s area of early influence
Distance to AUC’s area of early influence
Distance Magdalena river
Gini
Population
Poverty
Royalties
Variation Liberal party vote share
Vote share left

Observations

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612
612

0.16
92.13
199.86
293.27
106.99
0.43
8.39
45.16
0.03
0.08
4.6

0.96
107.2
170.77
200.61
74.82
0.12
39.85
19.74
0.12
0.05
6.92

0
0
0
0
0.2
0
0.16
8.17
0
0.01
0

9.74
884.99
750.76
918.67
409.96
0.53
641.24
100
0.83
0.34
64.82

This table presents summary statistics of controls.

i

Table A2. Selective and Non-Selective Victimization
FARC

Panel A. Strategic factors
Rival’s selective victimization probability
Rival’s non-selective victimization probability

AUC

Selective

Non-Selective

Selective

Non-Selective

2.298*
(0.883)
1.516
(0.861)

0.335
(1.328)
1.454
(1.452)

2.775***
(0.855)
1.965
(1.128)

1.711*
(1.021)
2.14*
(1.179)

-0.142
(0.183)
-0.002
(0.002)
-0.003**
(0.001)
0.003
(0.002)
-0.957
(1.844)
0.055
(0.172)
0.248
(0.326)
0.03***
(0.008)
0.564
(1.203)
-0.059
(3.323)
0.011
(0.021)

0.313
(0.887)
0.001
(0.003)
-0.005**
(0.002)
0.002
(0.004)
18.53**
(8.356)
0.324
(0.305)
0.518
(0.564)
0.01
(0.01)
-2.54
(27.45)
-7.874
(5.536)
0.042
(0.027)

0.068
(0.242)
0.001
(0.001)
0.002**
(0.001)
-0.006***
(0.002)
1.907
(1.517)
0.171
(0.182)
-0.086
(0.254)
-0.02*
(0.01)
-1.14
(1.025)
6.586**
(2.915)
0.013
(0.024)

0.124
(0.242)
-0.0003
(0.001)
0.002
(0.001)
-0.001
(0.002)
0.348
(1.752)
0.507***
(0.179)
-1.193***
(0.269)
-0.01*
(0.01)
-1.4
(1.638)
8.516***
(3.196)
0.007
(0.021)

Panel B. Controls
Coca area
Distance army base
Distance to group’s area of early influence
Distance Magdalena river
Gini
ln(Population)
Period 2002-2005
Poverty
Royalties (Oil)
Variation Liberal party vote share
Vote share left
Log likelihood
Observations

-993.27
612

This table presents maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the civilian victimization model with
three actions (non violence, selective victimization, and non-selective victimization). The model includes region intercepts. Bootstrapped standard errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.

ii

Table A3. Three-Player Game Estimates
FARC
Panel A. Strategic factors
AUC’s Victimization Probability

2.436***
(0.604)
1.185**
(0.597)

ELN’s Victimization Probability
FARC’s Victimization Probability

AUC

ELN
1.639**
(0.605)

1.774**
(0.899)
3.574**
(1.204)

1.897**
(0.835)

-0.178
(0.759)
0.002
(0.002)
0
(0.001)
-0.006
(0.004)
14.388*
(7.695)
0.619**
(0.25)
-0.642*
(0.343)
-0.023
(0.011)
0.037
(1.176)
7.963
(5.499)
-0.009
(0.036)

-1.087
(5.061)
0.001
(0.003)
-0.003**
(0.002)
-0.006
(0.004)
4.641
(8.667)
0.06
(0.258)
-0.414
(0.409)
0.019
(0.013)
-1.01
(2.402)
-2.272
(4.644)
-0.024
(0.06)

Panel B. Controls
Coca area
Distance army base
Distance to group’s area of early influence
Distance Magdalena river
Gini
ln(Population)
Period 2002-2005
Poverty
Royalities (oil)
Variation Liberal party vote share
Vote share left
Log likelihood
Observations

0.371
(0.932)
-0.002
(0.003)
-0.002
(0.002)
0.003
(0.004)
13.484*
(7.49)
0.049
(0.205)
0.477
(0.364)
0.006
(0.01)
0.162
(5.955)
-0.101
(4.496)
0.011
(0.039)

-435.76
321

This table presents maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the three-player
civilian victimization model. The model includes region intercepts. Bootstrapped standard
errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.

iii

B

Other Figures

Areas of early influence are identified according to a variety of sources (Ugarriza and Ayala 2017;
Alonso 1997; Bejarano 1997; Carlos Medina Gallego 2009; Centro Nacional de Memoria Histórica
2014; González 1991; Molano 2015; Verdad Abierta 2019).
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(b) Colombia, 2002–2005.

Figure A1. Geographical variation in victimization strategies.

(a) Antioquia, 2002–2005.

vi
(b) Armed groups’ early areas of influence.

Figure A2. Locations used in covariate specifications.

(a) Army bases, 2000.

C

Pseudo-likelihood

As this is a game of incomplete information with simultaneous moves, our solution concept is
Bayesian Nash equilibrium. Because each player’s utility is stochastic, in equilibrium i has a
probability pi ∈ (0, 1) of choosing victimization. In fact, per McKelvey and Palfrey (1995), an
equilibrium is characterized by a pair of probabilities satisfying a rational expectations condition:
p1 = Pr(x1 · β1 + p2 · α1 > 1 (0) − 1 (1)),
p2 = Pr(x2 · β2 + p1 · α2 > 2 (0) − 2 (1)).

(A1)

Substantively, this means each actor’s strategy maximizes its own utility given the probability
with which it expects the other group to victimize civilians. The equilibrium condition requires
that neither player systematically over- or under-estimates the other’s likelihood of engaging in
violence given the local environment.
Collect the parameters of the model in θ = (αi , βi )i=1,2 , and let Ψi (p−i ; xi , θ) denote the corresponding best-response probabilities:
Z
(A2)
Ψi (p−i ; xi , θ) =
I[xi · βi + p−i · αi > i (0) − i (1)] dF(i ),
where I is the indicator function and F is the prior distribution of the stochastic shocks. The
equilibrium condition of Equation A1 is equivalent to pi = Ψi (p−i ; xi , θ) for each i = 1, 2.
We obtain estimates of equilibrium beliefs from the Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator for each
group i ∈ {FARC, AUC}, in each municipality m and time frame t ∈ {1998−2001, 2002−2005}, p̂mt
i .
Collect these estimates in vector p̂. Then we write the (conditional) pseudo-likelihood function
from Hotz and Miller (1993) as
YYY
mt
Ψi ( p̂mt
(A3)
L(θ | p̂, X) =
−i ; xi , θ).
t

m

i

Given the definition of Ψi in Equation A2, Equation A3 has a natural interpretation: it is the likelihood assuming that each actor best responds to the equilibrium beliefs estimated in the first step.
mt
If p̂mt
i = pi for all i, m and t, then it is the true likelihood in the data generating process. Furthermore, because imt are drawn from the type one extreme value distribution and are independent
across actions, the integral in Equation A2 takes the standard logistic form:
mt
mt
mt
−1
Ψi ( p̂mt
−i ; xi , θ) = [1 + Exp{−xi · βi − p̂−i αi }] .

(A4)
D
D.1

Robustness Checks
Presence Criteria

We first consider the robustness of our results to alternative sample inclusion criteria. As described
in the text, we use the CEDE dataset to identify municipalities in which armed groups operate
but do not engage in systematic violence against civilians according to the Grupo de Memória
Histórica information. Although our temporal aggregation should reduce the noise in the data, it is
still possible that we have excluded municipalities where groups operated undetected or included
vii

those where groups tended not to operate but were detected in a one-off incident.32 This can
potentially bias our estimates. In this section, we examine these issues with two robustness checks.
In the first one, we address potential under-inclusion by adding municipalities with only one group
present to the baseline sample. To estimate our model in this case, we impute the beliefs of the
group that is present about whether its rival would victimize civilians if it were present as well.
In the second exercise, we vary our threshold on the number of incidents in the CEDE data that
determine whether a group is considered to be present or not.
Recall that in our main analysis, we code an armed group as present in a municipality-period if
the average number of CEDE incidents involving the group is above the pooled sample median or if
the group engaged in civilian victimization there. With this coding, we identify 402 municipalityperiods where only the FARC entered and 193 municipality-periods where only the AUC did. Our
baseline sample excludes these observations, but in the first robustness exercise, we add them by
imputing first-stage beliefs. If group i enters a municipality-period but its rival j , i does not, we
first assume i believes its rival j uses violence with probability 21 . That is, the group has maximum
uncertainty about what its rival does. We also explore the scenario where i believes j uses violence
with probability equal to j’s pooled propensity to use violence, as measured in Table 1. These
exercises add considerable noise to the estimation of the groups’ best responses because, in more
than half of the new sample, we are estimating the entering group’s beliefs about a rival that does
not in fact enter.
With the expanded sample and the two methods of imputed beliefs, we re-estimate the model,
and the first four rows of Table A4 report the strategic interdependence parameters. When compared to Table 2, the expanded samples indeed attenuate the strategic complements in violence decisions, but the coefficients are still positive and significant at conventional levels. Consequently,
we are confident saying that our main finding—that strategic incentives drive violence that would
not otherwise occur—is not an artifact of our sample selection criteria.
In the second robustness check, we explore stricter or looser criteria of presence. Specifically, we examine requiring the average number of CEDE incidents to be above the 75th or 25th
percentile in the sample, in contrast with the 50th percentile threshold in our main analysis. In
loosening the threshold, we account for the possibility that low levels of reported group activity
actually reflect a group’s dominance (Kalyvas 2006). As noted by Ch et al. (2018), presence without reports of illegal activities is unlikely to occur in long periods of time because challenges by
other groups eventually arise as well as opportunities to exploit that dominance by breaking the
law. Nevertheless, our main results persist under these alternative criteria—see the middle four
rows of Table A4. Even when municipality-periods where both groups are choosing not to victimize are eliminated by adopting a much more stringent requirement to classify groups as entering the
municipality (CEDE incidents above the 75th percentile), we still find significant strategic complements. The strategic complements are also maintained if we include municipalities where one
group’s dominance might induce the other not to engage in many illegal activities captured by the
CEDE indicators. In general, the coefficients reported in Table 2 are on the more conservative side.
32

Using yearly data and survey based information in a subsample of municipalities, Arjona and Otálora (2011) find
that indicators of presence based on the CEDE information underestimate presence of both FARC and AUC. Ch et al.
(2018), however, show significant correlations of CEDE indicators of presence with measures based on areas where
the groups demobilized for the periods 2007–2010 for the FARC and 1997–2002 for the AUC.
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αi

Exercise

SE

t

p-value

Including single-entrant municipality-periods
FARC Random beliefs 1.55 0.52 3.01
AUC Random beliefs 1.57 0.49 3.23
FARC Mean beliefs
1.49 0.62 2.40
AUC Mean beliefs
2.17 0.66 3.27

<0.01
<0.01
0.02
<0.01

Alternative entry criteria
FARC 75% percentile
AUC 75% percentile
FARC 25% percentile
AUC 25% percentile

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

2.85 0.87 3.24
3.37 0.99 3.41
1.60 0.49 3.25
2.67 0.77 3.48

Alternative threshold of victimization
FARC 25% percentile 1.43 0.66
AUC 25% percentile 1.89 0.72

2.16
2.64

0.03
<0.01

Alternative first-stage model
FARC Leave-one-out
2.58 0.91 2.85
AUC Leave-one-out
2.34 0.99 2.36

<0.01
0.02

Table A4. Robustness of the strategic spillover parameter estimates across four alternative sample selection rules, first-stage estimates, and alternative definition of victimization. Standard
errors are estimated from the outer product of gradients.

D.2

Threshold of Victimization

Recall that in the baseline results we code victimization as occurring if the fraction of civilians
killed intentionally by the group (victims of massacres, selective killings, or terrorist attacks) out
of the total of the groups victims is greater
or equal than the sample median in a given period.
P
i
a∈C Km,t,a
is above or at the median of these fractions across
Formally, the indicator is coded as 1 if P K i
a

m,t,a

i
municipalities and groups, where Km,t,a
is the number of civilians killed by group i in the period t
in municipality m in a type of attack a and C is the subset of types of attacks in which the intention
was to kill civilians (massacre, selective, terrorist). Our conclusions still hold, however, if we
define victimization as occurring when the fraction of civilians killed intentionally by the group in
a given period is greater or equal than the 25th percentile. The results are reported in Table A4.
Given that the median of the sample is already 1 (all killings are intentional) in both periods, the
results will be identical as those reported in the paper if one was to use a higher percentile than the
median to define the victimization threshold.

D.3

First Stage Estimates

We also would like to ensure that our finding of strategic complements is not driven by revenge dynamics or other non-strategic behavior within a municipality. Specifically, we want to ensure that
our first-stage estimates of victimization probabilities only capture ex ante strategic expectations,
not ex post observed violence within the given municipality. To this end, we recalculate our choice
ix

probability estimates using a leave-one-out procedure: to estimate each municipality’s victimization probabilities, we take out-of-sample predictions from a model trained using only the data from
outside that municipality. This rules out the possibility that our estimated ex ante probability of
victimization is mistakenly picking up realized victimization within the given municipality. The
estimated strategic complements in this robustness check are even stronger than those in the baseline model, as shown in the bottom rows of Table A4. This reinforces our claim that the correlation
between FARC and AUC victimization is driven by strategic expectations in a competitive process.
Full coefficient estimates for this robustness check are reported in Table A8 below. The procedure for generating the first-stage estimates of choice probabilities is as follows. Remember that
our goal in the first stage is to consistently estimate pmt
i , the probability of victimization by group i
in municipality m during period t. For each municipality m0 in our data (441 total), we extract the
subset of observations from other municipalities, i.e., in which m , m0 . With this subset of data
excluding observations from m0 , we train random forest models (one for FARC, one for AUC) to
predict victimization as a function of the same set of covariates as in the baseline model.33 Finally,
0
for each time period t at which municipality m0 enters our data, we let our first-stage estimate p̂mi t
equal the out-of-sample prediction from our model of group i. Therefore, our first-stage estimate
0
0
p̂mi t is not even partially a function of realized violence vmi t , as the model from which it is computed
does not “see” data from within municipality m0 .
Given the computational intensity of this procedure, resampling-based inference like the bootstrap is infeasible. We thus report nominal standard errors in Table A8. In order to conclude that
the strategic spillover parameters were statistically insignificant at the 0.05 level, the true standard
errors would have to be 1.45 times the nominal ones in case of the FARC, or 1.21 times in case of
the AUC.
D.4

Control Specification

Finally, we explore the robustness of our findings to changes in the controls used in the players’
utility functions. Our ability to identify the strength of strategic interdependence resides in isolating
characteristics of the municipalities that could make different non-state armed actors treat civilians
in the same way. Although our baseline specifications covers key demographic, economic, and political determinants of violence, as well as time-invariant region characteristics, it is possible there
are still sources of unobserved heterogeneity driving our findings. To address this, we estimate a
model in which we replace the region intercepts with state intercepts, a finer-grained geographical grouping. A drawback of this specification is that by focusing on within-state comparisons,
the explanatory power of the distance to an armed group’s early place of influence is necessarily
reduced. With this caveat in mind, Table A6 below presents the parameters of interest, showing
that there are still strategic complements in the use of violence. Finally, we estimate a model that
includes interaction terms of the period 2002–2005 dummy with all time-invariant municipality
characteristics, finding substantively similar results.
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Table A5. Strategic and Bivariate Normal Models Comparison
Voung test (p-value)

Clarke Test (p-value)

0.442

0.016

AIC
Strategic Binormal

BIC
Strategic Binormal

1369.16

1519.32

1374.89

1520.64

The null hypothesis in Voung and the Clarke test is that the models are equivalent, H0 : E0 [ln( f /g)] =
0, where E0 denotes expectations over the true data generating process, f the likelihood of the strategic model, and g that of the bivariate normal. The alternative hypothesis is H f : E0 [ln( f /g)] > 0. The
model with the smallest AIC and BIC is preferred.

D.5

Non-Nested Model Comparison

We execute a comparison of our model with a simple bivariate normal model that effectively assumes victimization choices are not strategic (i.e., do not depend on the expectations of the other
group’s actions), but that allows the unobserved determinants of victimization of each group to be
correlated with each other. For the bivariate normal model we include contextual variables and
the distance to the group’s areas of influence as determinants of victimization choices. Table A5
reports the results of this comparison. While the Voung test of non-nested models does not discriminate between the two, the Clarke test, and both the Akaike and Bayesian Information criterion
favor the strategic model. The Clarke test has been shown to perform better than the Vuong test
when the empirical distribution of individual log-likelihood ratios has a high kurtosis coefficient
(Clarke 2007), as is the case in this application.34
D.6

Full Robustness Check Results

33

Our baseline specification uses kernel regressions rather than random forests. We use a random forest here due to
technical problems extracting out-of-sample predictions from the kernel regression model.
34
The kurtosis of the log-likelihood ratios is 10.86.
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Table A6. Strategic victimization (alternative specifications)
FARC

AUC

1.588***
(0.333)
-0.002
(0.002)

1.772***
(0.367)
0.002
(0.002)

Model 1. State effects
Rival’s victimization probability
Distance to group’s area of early influence
Log likelihood

-592.55

Model 2. Time invariant controls interacted with period 2002-2005 dummy
Rival’s victimization probability
Distance to group’s area of early influence
Log likelihood

1.964***
(0.392)
-0.005**
(0.002)

2.395***
(0.492)
0.001
(0.001)
-635.62

This table presents maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the civilian victimization model. Model 1 includes state intercepts and baseline controls.
Model 2 includes region intercepts, baseline controls, and interactions of the period 2002-2005 dummy with all the time invariant controls. Both models use
612 observations. Bootstrapped standard errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01,
**p<0.05, *p<0.1.
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Table A7. Strategic victimization (alternative presence measure p75)

Panel A. Strategic factors
Rival’s Victimization Probability
Panel B. Controls
Coca area
Distance army base
Distance to group’s area of early influence
Distance Magdalena river
Gini
ln(Population)
Poverty
Period 2002-2005
Royalities (oil)
Variation Liberal party vote share
Vote share left
Log likelihood
Observations

FARC

AUC

2.845***
(0.667)

3.373***
(0.743)

0.079
(0.176)
-0.002
(0.002)
-0.002
(0.001)
0.003
(0.002)
1.641
(2.088)
-0.196
(0.167)
0.012
(0.008)
0.453
(0.277)
0.542
(1.362)
-1.216
(2.765)
0.018
(0.02)

-0.064
(0.386)
-0.001
(0.002)
0.005***
(0.001)
-0.002
(0.003)
2.557
(2.557)
0.322
(0.245)
-0.016
(0.011)
-0.53
(0.344)
-2.464*
(1.383)
6.96
(4.343)
0.044
(0.044)
-395.21
401

This table presents maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the civilian victimization model where and armed group is present in a municipality without victimization if CEDE group activities in the municipality is above the 75th
percentile of the sample the period. The model includes region intercepts. Bootstrapped standard errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.

xiii

Table A8. Strategic Victimization (leave one out)

Panel A. Strategic factors
Rival’s victimization probability
Panel B. Controls
Coca area
Distance army base
Distance group’s place of origin
Distance Magdalena river
Gini
Period 2002-2005
ln(Population)
Poverty
Royalties (oil)
Variation Liberal party vote share
Vote share left
Log likelihood
Observations

FARC

AUC

2.577***
(0.905)

2.337***
(0.988)

-0.046
(0.116)
-0.001
(0.001)
-0.003***
(0.001)
0.003
(0.002)
0.570
(1.372)
0.411*
(0.214)
0.115
(0.135)
0.027***
(0.006)
0.224
(1.022)
-1.022
(2.470)
0.029*
(0.016)

0.037
(0.115)
0.000
(0.001)
0.002**
(0.001)
-0.003**
(0.002)
1.191
(1.191)
-0.498**
(0.202)
0.376**
(0.149)
-0.014**
(0.007)
-1.288
(0.859)
6.710***
(2.683)
0.014
(0.020)
-654.94
612

Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the civilian victimization model using the leave-one-out
first-stage procedure. The model includes region intercepts. Nominal standard errors are in parentheses. ∗ :
p < 0.1, ∗∗ : p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ : p < 0.01.
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E

Expanded Model

In this section, we expand our baseline model to incorporate an arbitrary number of groups and
types of victimization. This version of the model covers the additional analyses in Section 6.
There are G groups, indexed by i = 1, . . . , G. Each group simultaneously chooses a type of
civilian victimization vi ∈ Ai = {0, 1, . . . , K}. Here, we interpret vi = 0 as the choice not to
victimize and vi > 0 as a choice to employ victimization with type vi . For example, in Section
6.1, we would set K = 2, where vi = 1 represents selective victimization and vi = 2 represents
non-selective.
Payoffs are as follows:
X v ,v
(A5)
ui (vi , v−i , i ) = xi · βvi i +
αi,ij j + i (vi ).
j,i

In the above equation, βvi i captures the impact of contextual variables xi on group i’s payoff from
v ,v
choosing action vi ∈ Ai . In addition, αi,ij j captures the impact of group j’s victimization choice of
v j ∈ A j on i’s payoff from choosing vi ∈ Ai .
As in the baseline model, we normalize the ex ante expected utility (i.e., before the stochastic
0,v
shock) for no victimization to zero. That is, β0i = 0 and αi, j j = 0 for all i, all j , i, and all
v j ∈ A j . In addition, we normalize αvi,ij,0 to zero for all i, all j , i and all vi ∈ Ai , which is also
carried over from the baseline model in Equation 1. Essentially, we can only identify the effect of
j’s victimization choice on i’s utility relative to a baseline action v j , where we use not committing
violence v j = 0 as the relative baseline action.35
Collect the to-be-estimated payoff parameter in θ. As above, equilibria can be represented as
choice probabilities satisfying a rational expectations condition. Let pi (vi ) denote the probability
that Group i chooses vi ∈ Ai . Let Ψi (vi , p−i ; xi , θ) denote the corresponding best-response probabilities:
Z 








X
X




ai ,v j
ai
Ψi (vi , p−i ; xi , θ) =
I vi = arg max 
+
α
x
·
β
p
(v
)
+

(a
)
 dF(i )
i
j j
i i 
i
i, j



ai ∈Ai 


j,i v j ∈A j
An equilibrium is a vector of choice probabilities (p1 , . . . , pG ) such that for all i and all vi ∈ Ai we
have
Ψi (vi , p−i ; xi , θ) = pi (vi ).
When the action-specific payoff shocks i (vi ) are drawn i.i.d. from the type-one extreme value
distrubtion, Ψi (vi , p−i ; xi , θ) takes the form:
n
o
P P
v ,v
exp xi · βvi i + j,i v j ∈A j αi,ij j p j (v j )
oi .
n
h
Ψi (vi , p−i ; xi , θ) = P
P P
ai ,v j
ai
exp
x
·
β
+
α
p
(v
)
i
j j
ai ∈Ai
j,i
v j ∈A j i, j
i

35

In our framework, this is part of the sufficient condition for identification in Bajari et al. (2010, Theorem 1)
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